The dispersion measure -redshift relation of Fast Radio Bursts, DM(z), has been proposed as a potential new probe of the cosmos, complementary to existing techniques. In practice, however, the effectiveness of this approach depends on a number of factors, including (but not limited to) the intrinsic scatter in the data caused by intervening matter inhomogeneities. Here, we simulate a number of catalogues of mock FRB observations, and use MCMC techniques to forecast constraints, and assess which parameters will likely be best constrained. In all cases we find that any potential improvement in cosmological constraints are limited by the current uncertainty on the the diffuse gas fraction, f d (z). Instead, we find that the precision of current cosmological constraints allows one to constrain f d (z), and possibly its redshift evolution. Combining CMB + BAO + SNe + H0 constraints with just 100 FRBs (with redshifts), we find a typical constraint on the mean diffuse gas fraction of a few percent. A detection of this nature would alleviate the "missing baryon problem", and therefore highlights the value of localisation and spectroscopic followup of future FRB detections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) are a recently discovered class of brief (∼ ms) and bright (∼ Jy) radio transients that have been detected between 400MHz and 1.5 GHz by a number of radio telescopes around the globe. Since the first detection in 2007 [1] over 50 distinct sources have been reported 1 [2] . Their astrophysical origin remains yet unknown, and work on progenitor theories is an active field of research, with numerous different theories published to date (See review article [3] for comprehensive list of candidate theories 2 ). With a new generation of radio telescopes coming online, such as the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) [4] , the Hydrogen Intensity and Real-time Analysis eXperiment (HIRAX) [5] , Five-hundred metre Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST) [6] , Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) [7] , Karoo Array Telescope (MeerKAT) [8] , Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) [9] , Tianlai Project [10] , Deep Synoptic Array (DSA) [11] , and eventually the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) [12] , expectations are high that many more samples of FRB will be detected in the near future. Initial estimates suggest the detection rate may be ∼ 39 sky −1 day −1 for ASKAP [13, 14] , ∼ 50 sky −1 day −1 with CHIME and HIRAX [15] , and possibly as high as ∼ 10 3 sky −1 day
with the SKA [16] .
Owing to their excessively large Dispersion Measure (DM) at high galactic latitude, and apparent isotropy on the sky, FRBs are believed to be of extragalactic origin [17] , possibly residing at cosmological distances [18, 19] . To date, ten FRBs have been observed to repeat [20] [21] [22] , one of which has been sufficiently localised on the sky for it to be associated with a host galaxy at z ∼ 0.19 [23] [24] [25] . In addition, the first non-repeating burst to be associated with its host galaxy was recently reported, FRB180924 at z = 0.32 [26] . These observations confirm that at least some FRBs propagate over cosmological distances, and this presents the possibility of using FRBs as a new probe of the cosmos. Some proposals include; using strongly lensed FRBs to measure the properties of compact dark matter [27] , or value of the Hubble constant and cosmic curvature [28] ; Using a single FRB to constrain violations of the Einstein Equivalence Principal [29, 30] , or constrain the mass of the photon [31] ; Using dispersion space distortions to measure matter clustering [32] . All of which can be done without redshift information. Should more future FRB events be associated with a host galaxies, for which redshifts can be acquired, this would give access to the Dispersion Measure (DM) -redshift relation, which can potentially be used as a probe of the background cosmological parameters [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Another cosmological puzzle that prevails through structure formation is the so-called "missing baryon problem", in which only ∼ 70% of the baryons in the Universe can be accounted for at low redshifts [39, 40] . While it is widely believed that the rest reside in the diffuse Intergalactic Medium (IGM), gaining direct observational evidence of baryon distribution is challenging. There have been a number of studies of detecting the warm-hot intergalactic medium with large-scale structure cross-correlations, such as cross-correlation between thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect and weak lensing [41] [42] [43] , the stacking of luminous red galaxy pairs with thermal SZ map [44] , the detection of temperature dispersion of kinetic SZ effect within the X-ray selected galaxy clusters [45] , and the detection of the cross-correlation between kinetic SZ effect with velocity field [46, 47] . Since the DM of an FRB is caused by its propagation through regions containing free electrons, they are directly sensitive to the location of baryons in the late Universe, and thus may help to shed light on where these missing baryons reside. Indeed, one such proposal considers cross-correlating FRB maps with the thermal SunyaevZeldovich effect to find missing baryons [48] . Others have shown DM(z) data can tightly constrain the diffuse gas fraction in the IGM [38] , and even possibly differentiate between that and halo gas in the CGM [49] , though these works assume perfect knowledge of the cosmological parameters.
In this paper we revisit the constraint forecast of [37] , while relaxing the rather strong assumption of perfect knowledge of the diffuse gas fraction (f d (z)), in order to assess which model parameters are best constrained, and to determine wether FRB data may help to alleviate the missing baryon problem. To do so, we simulate a set of FRB samples out to redshift z 3, to generate mock DM(z) data. We then combine the data with current constraints from CMB + BAO + SNIa + H 0 (hereafter CBSH), and use MCMC chain to forecast constraints on f d (z) and the cosmological parameters. In Sect. II we review the DM measurement and of what factors it consists. In Sect. III we generate the mock FRB , combine with other cosmological probes, and use MCMC chain to constrain these parameters. In Sect. V we analyze our resulting constraints. The conclusion is presented in the last section.
II. FRB DISPERSION MEASUREMENT
By measuring the delay in arrival time between two frequency components of an FRB one can directly infer an associated DM obs , and thus the integrated column density of electrons between the observer and source. Since FRBs are believed to be of extragalactic origin, DM obs is expected to comprise of contributions from a number of distinct components of diffuse gas. These include; local contributions from the ISM and halo of the Milky Way, DM MW ; and non-local contributions from the intervening intergalactic medium, DM IGM , circumgalactic medium (i.e. galaxy halos), DM CGM , and the FRB host galaxy, DM host . Information about the global mean gas fraction is contained in the DM IGM and DM CGM terms, while DM MW and DM host are considered as contaminants to the signal, and so need to be removed/mitigated. We thus define the cosmic DM to be [50] 
Ultimately, the precision of the constraints derived from DM cos data will be limited by the intrinsic scatter in the terms on the R.H.S. of Eq. (1), and thus precise modeling of these systematic uncertainties is important. We neglect contribution from the interstellar medium (ISM) of intervening galaxies, as this has been show to have a minor effect on the distribution of DMs [51] .
A. Mean Cosmic Dispersion
For an extragalactic burst propagating through low density plasma, the cosmic DM in the observer's frame is given by [34] 
where n e is the free electron density, dl is the proper length element, and the integral is calculated along the line of sight. At the level of the homogeneous FriedmanLemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background, the relation between proper distance and redshift is given by
where c is the speed of light, H 0 is the value of the Hubble constant today, Ω m is the cosmological matter density parameter, and Ω Λ is the dark energy density parameter, given by the constraint equation Ω Λ ≡ 1−Ω m . The background number density of free electrons can be written as [34] n
where
and ρ c,0 ≡ 3H 0 /8πG is the critical density of the Universe today, Ω b is the cosmological baryon density parameter, χ H (z) and χ He (z) are the ionization mass fraction in hydrogen and hellium, respectively, and f d (z) is the sum of the mass fractions of baryons in the diffuse IGM and CGM.
Since the free electron distribution in the late Universe is highly inhomogeneous, two sources at the same redshift will likely have significant differences in the measured value of DM cos . This necessitates that one average over many sky directions in order to approach the background value [33] . Averaging Eq. (2) over all angles, and using Eqs. (3)- (5), allows one to write the mean cosmic DM, as [33] [34] [35] 
At redshifts z < ∼ 3 hydrogen and helium are thought to be fully ionized, allowing one to set χ H = 1 = χ He there, which gives χ e = 7/8. Observational constraints on f d (z) are relatively poor. A baryon census in the low-redshift Universe, from a number of different probes, yields a deficit of ∼ 30% when compared to the predictions of ΛCDM and the CMB [39, 40] . This leads to a large uncertainty in f d (z), which could be any value between ∼ 0.5 − 0.9, and evolving [40] . Indeed, recent results from numerical simulations suggest it decreases from near unity at z = 3, to ∼ 0.8 at the present time [38] . Another approach to model f d (z), based on observations, is to subtract from unity all other measured baryonic mass fractions in the Universe that do not contribute to f d (z). We thus use [50] 
where f * (z) is the baryonic mass fraction in stars and remnant compact objects, and f ISM (z) is that in the dense ISM.
B. Distribution of DMs
Differences between sightline fluctuations of n e will cause sightline-to-sightline scatter in DM cos . It is expected the primary contribution to the scatter will come from dark matter halos that are overdense in baryons, while the scatter due to fluctuations in voids, sheets and filaments of the IGM will be subdominant [19, 52] . Since halos with mass M h < 10 10 M are below the Jeans Mass of the IGM, and so are unlikely to be overdense in gas, only halos with mass M h ≥ 10 10 M will likely contribute to the scatter.
The distribution of DM cos has been estimated analytically [52, 53] , as well as numerically, using N-body dark matter simulations of the cosmic web [38, 49, 54, 55] , or statistical methods [50] . A comparison of the various estimates show that the exact distribution of DM cos values is sensitive to the radial gas profile of the halos, as well as spatial distribution of halos (see fig. 3 in [55] for a comparison of the most likely extragalactic DM, from various approaches). One feature that is common among the results it that the DM distribution tends to have long-tails on the high-DM side. This is due to sightlines occasionally intersecting with a high mass halos/clusters, which induce a large departure from the background DM.
One drawback to estimating the scatter using N-body dark matter simulations is that the resolution is often too coarse to resolve individual halos, and so would possibly underestimate their effect [55] . Recent numerical simulations which account for individual halo contributions have shown that the scatter due to halos can be very large indeed, with DM cos values between ∼ 800 − 2000 pc cm −3 at z = 1, and long Poisson tails to the high-DM side (see fig. 17 in [50] ). Such large scatter may challenge the effectiveness of using DM(z) data to constrain f d (z) and the cosmological parameters. We investigate this in the following section, where we calculate the scatter due to intervening galactic halos (i.e. the distribution of DM CGM values) according to [50] .
C. Dispersion of the Host Galaxy
The host galaxy contribution, DM host , should depend on a number of parameters, including host galaxy type, redshift, inclination, location of the FRB therein, as well as the FRB formation mechanism and its local environment [53] . Since there is currently no accepted FRB progenitor theory, and only three sources have been associated with host galaxies, the distribution of DM host remains largely speculative. What is known from FRB121102, which has been associated with a starforming dwarf galaxy at z = 0.19, is that DM host to can be a significant fraction of DM cos . After accounting for the Milky Way and IGM contributions (and uncertainties), DM host was estimated to be between 55 − 225 pc cm −3 [25] . On the other hand, the recent association of FRB180924 and FRB190523 with low star-formation rate massive galaxies at z = 0.32 and z = 0.66, respectively, has shown that some bursts have a clean host environment [26, 56] . In case of FRB180924, the expected contributions from the Milky Way and IGM exceed DM obs by 46 pc cm −3 . We anticipate that at low redshifts the scatter in DM host may be large, and that uncertainty may challenge the effectiveness of using DM(z) data as a cosmic probe. If such data is to assist in furthering the pursuits of precision cosmology it will be important to mitigate against this systematic. The recent detection of eight repeating bursts by CHIME [22] will likely allow for association with their host galaxies, and thus shed some light on the distribution of DM host in the near future.
D. An Ideal Sample
A number of future telescope arrays will be equipped with long-baseline outrigger antennae, providing high angular resolution, and the ability to precisely localise transient events on the sky. This will not only allow for the association of FRBs with their host galaxies, but also a measure of their location therein. For example, the current design plans of HIRAX will make it capable of localising transients to within ∼ 0.03 arcseconds 3 . And indeed ASKAP has already begun to make progress localising bursts [57, 58] , and recently reported the first interferometric sub-arcsecond localisation of a non-repeating burst, FRB180924, to 4 kpc from the centre of its host galaxy [26] .
Such precise positional information may offer a route to mitigating the uncertainty associated with the host galaxy contribution. For example, one could build a catalogue of FRBs located on the outskirts of their host galaxies, thus minimizing the host galaxy contribution. Alternatively, one may also be able to mitigate the host galaxy systematics if given some prescription for calculating, and subtracting off, DM host , based on its location inside the host galaxy. Thus, in the following section we simulate FRB catalogues without Milky Way or host galaxy contributions, but include additional scatter in DM to account for imperfect subtraction of the host galaxy contribution.
Assuming FRBs can be sufficiently localised on the sky to be associated with a host galaxy, the main challenge in building a large sample of DM(z) data will likely be attaining the redshift information. Attaining the redshifts for a catalogue with N FRB = 10 3 should be feasible with mid-to large-sized optical telescope and a dedicated observing programme stretched over a few years [37] .
III. MOCK DATA
In order to generate mock FRB data we first estimate the distribution function P (DM cos |z) using Eq. [59] . We also assume the minimum halo mass which is overdense in baryons to be M low = 10 10 M , and that the baryon profile of the halos extend out to two virial radii, r max = 2r vir .
To compute the contribution from the CGM (i.e. galactic halos), we simulate for 10 4 sight-lines, out to a redshift of z = 3, using publicly available FRB code 5 [50] , along with the Aemulus Project halo mass function emulator 6 [60] . To each sightline we add the mean contribution of the IGM, given by
with DM cos given by Eq. (6), and f d (z) calculated according to Eq. (7). Expressions for f * (z) and f ISM (z) are computed by the FRB package by fitting an interpolated spline curve to observational stellar mass [61] and remnant object data [39] . A for a plot of the fiducial model for f d (z) see the top right panel of Fig. 1 . Additional scatter is added to DM cos to account for sheets, filaments and voids in the IGM, as well as imperfect subtraction of Milky Way and host galaxy components. We assume these components take the form of zero mean Gaussian noise, with σ IGM = 10 pc cm −3 [19] , σ MW = 15 pc cm −3 [54] , and σ host = 50 pc cm −3 [49, 53] , which we add in quadrature to give σ = 53 pc cm −3 . Noting that the CGM component produces long high-DM tails in P (DM cos |z), which are relatively well approximated by log-normal distributions, we decide to fit Gaussian distributions to ln DM cos , and constrain parameters using ln DM cos data, with Gaussian errors. However, to avoid the subtraction residuals generating negative values of DM cos near z = 0 (which would result in ln DM cos being undefined), we add a constant offset to DM cos . We thus define the quantity
and choose C = 200 pc cm −3 . We divide the simulated X(z) data into 10 2 redshift bins in the range 0 ≤ z ≤ 3, and in each bin, compute the histogram density and fit a Gaussian distribution (i.e. fit for mean and variance for each bin). We then associate the variance in each bin with the redshift of the bin centre, and fit a function of the form
where z is the redshift of the bin centre, and {a, b, c, d} is the set of fitting parameters. Finally, we simulate mock catalogues of data by promoting X to a random variable, sampling from a normal distribution given by
where X(z) is given by Eq. (9), with DM cos = DM cos .
To investigate the impact of sample size, we populate catalogues with N FRB = {10 2 , 10 3 }. We do not investigate the effect of redshift distribution, and in all cases assume the comoving number density of sources is constant, with a minimum luminosity cutoff. We thus model the distribution of sources as [48] 
where χ(z) is the radial comoving distance, d L (z) is the luminosity distance, and z cut is the redshift of the luminosity cutoff. For both values of N FRB , we generate 50 realisations of the data, run the MCMC fit, and compare the resulting constraints. The distribution of DM cos and X data can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 1 . We plot histogram densities in the various redshift bins (coloured blocks) derived from simulating N = 10 4 sightlines out to z lim = 3. The corresponding best-fit Gaussian to the X data is shown in Table I . We find these values provide a good fit out to z = 3. 
IV. PARAMETER ESTIMATION
In the MCMC analysis we fit X data using the χ 2 statistic as a measure of likelihood for the parameter values, with log-likelihood function given by
where θ is the set of fitting parameters, D is the FRB data, and the sum over i represents the sequence of FRB data in the sample. We use the Python package emcee [62] to generate the MCMC chains, and GetDist 7 for plotting and analysis.
To assess how well FRBs might help to constrain f d (z), we consider two different parametric models. Firstly, a single fixed constant,
wheref d represent a weighted average of the diffuse gas fraction in the redshift range or interest. And secondly, and a two parameter model given by where f 0 is the value of f d today, and f a is its derivative with respect to the scale factor, a(t). We then fit for
where f contains the parameters associated with the rel-
where Eq. (14) applies, (f 0 , f a ) where Eq. (15) applies.
To forecast the combined constraints, FRB+CBSH, we extract the relevant parameter covariance matrix from the chains provided by the Planck 2016 data release, and include it as a prior in the analysis. The log-prior is given by
where P (θ) is the prior probability associated with the set of parameter values θ, C is the covariance matrix, and ξ = θ − θ fid is the displacement in parameters space between the relevant parameter values and the fiducial values.
V. RESULTS
We find that the posterior cosmological constraints show no improvement over the CBSH priors, even with N FRB = 10 3 . However, the constraints onf d appear promising. This can be seen in Fig. 2 , where we show a triangle plot of all marginalised posterior constraints derived from a typical realisation of the data, together with histograms of the 95% upper and lower bounds of f d from all 50 realisations. Blue contours correspond to catalogues with N FRB = 10 2 , and orange to catalogues with N FRB = 10 3 . The corresponding 95% limits on the fitting parameters are shown in Table II .
In general we find the catalogues with N FRB = 10 2 all produce constraints onf d of a few percent. A typical realisation of the data gives 10 +1.7 −1.7 at 95% confidence. Across all realisations we find the scatter in the posterior constraint is reduced to < ∼ 5%. In all cases, we find no appreciable change in the posterior constraints when Milk Way and Host Galaxy subtraction residuals are set to zero. Doing so only tends to further skew the distribution P (DM cos |z), making the Gaussian approximation to P (X|z) less appropriate.
Constraints on the two parameter model given by Eq. (15) Table II . The cosmological constraints and prior dominated, and so not shown here.
With N FRB = 10 2 we find no evidence for the evolution of f d (z). This can be seen in the left panel, where the blue contours are entirely consistent with f a = 0. However, increasing the size of the catalogue to N FRB = 10 3 allows one to detect the evolution in f d (z). We find a typical realisation of the data produced 10 2 f a = 43
at 95% confidence. This suggests that if f d (z) evolves in the redshift range of interest, as numerical simulations suggest it does, it should be possible to constrain its evolution with this method.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
As a new generation of radio telescopes begin to operate and take data, and the catalogue of FRBs inevitably grows, we are presented with the possibly of extracting additional information about our cosmos. In this paper we have investigated how future measurements of the DM(z) relation coming from FRBs, might help to improve current cosmological constraints, and possibly inform the missing baryon problem. To this end, we simulate mock FRB DM(z) observations, and constrain parameters using MCMC techniques.
We have paid particular attention to modeling the scatter in the DM(z) data that is expected due to the CGM of intervening galactic halos, fluctuations in the IGM (sheets, voids, filaments), as well as the effect of imperfect subtraction of the Milky Way and FRB host galaxy DM. Combining all these sources of uncertainty together, we have found that the distribution of DMs is reasonably well approximated by a log-normal distribution. We thus simulated mock X ≡ ln(DM + C) data with Gaussian distributed errors, and use that to estimate parameters. In addition, we have provided fitting formulae for the total variance in the X data, valid out to z = 3, and find no appreciable change to the best-fit when Milky Way and host galaxy residuals are zero. The scatter due to intervening galactic halos dominates. There is the possibility, however, that a more skewed distribution will provide a better fit to the data when Milky Way and host galaxy residuals are set to zero, which could be used to construct a better-fitting likelihood function. We leave this to be investigated in future work.
While previous work has shown that MCMC fitting of DM(z) data may help to improve on the current CBSH constraints, we find this is not the case when f d (z) is allowed to evolve (as observations and simulations suggest it does), and any additional unconstrained parameters which describe the diffuse gas fraction are included in the fit. Indeed, current observational constraints on f d (z) are quite poor, many times weaker than the cosmological constraints, and so it is not surprising that cosmological constraints do not improve when an additional unconstrained parameter is introduced. We do however find promising constraints on f d (z). ising FRBs so that they can be associated with a host galaxy, and the importance of developing methods to remove the host galaxy contribution to the observed DM. Furthermore, it may be possible to detect the redshift evolution of f d (z) using a two parameter model. This would allow for comparison to be made with the predictions of numerical simulations, and may help to constrain models of large-scale structure [52] . We leave this as a possibility to investigate in future work.
